Western snow plow trouble shooting

Western SnowPlows are at the top of their game as one of the foremost four-wheel drive pick-up
truck and SUV snow plow manufacturers. The best products provide the best results. But even
the best products experience problems. When you are on the job, digging businesses and other
clients out of the latest snow storm, you do not want to be caught with your plow out of service.
And when you do experience problems, you need to know how to fix them quickly without the
help of a qualified service dealer. You need to know how to troubleshoot your snow plow. The
motor is the heart and soul of the snow plow. If it will not function properly, nothing will be
accomplished. There are a few possible reasons why the motor will not function. The motor may
not be receiving power from the battery. If this is the case, there is a problem with the wiring
itself, the cab control or the harness fuse. These items may need simple repairs or percent
replacement. The motor relay may not be grounded, which is another call for a wiring assembly
replacement. If the motor relay itself does not operate, the motor relay will need to be replaced.
The connection between the motor and the battery may be incomplete. Clean the battery
contacts and the cables, and reconnect them to test the connection. It is also possible that the
motor is just worn out and in need of replacement. Keep an extra motor on hand so you are not
out of commission for a few days waiting for a new unit to arrive. It is also possible that the
hydraulic pump has seized. A seized pump will also need replacement. Keep extra parts on
hand, so you can replace parts immediately when these issues arise. The snow plow blade
assembly itself can experience any number of problems. It is easy to know that the blade
assembly is malfunctioning because the motor itself is working properly. An easy fix and
possible cause of the problem is that either the incorrect hydraulic fluid is being used, or the
fluid level is too low. If the wrong fluid is in the system, replace the existing fluid with the
correct fluid, or top off the hydraulic system with the correct fluid type, and test the functionality
of the blade. If this is the case, remove the accumulated snow and ice, and test the functionality.
The hydraulic pump may also be clogged; the pump filter will have to be replaced, and he
hydraulic system will have to be flushed and refilled before the plow will function properly. The
vehicle battery may lack power. Replace the battery. Inspect the charging system to be sure it is
functioning properly as well. Other problems may be related to the cartridge valves. If the
cartridge valves are either sticking or damaged to any degree, the snow plow blade will
malfunction. In any case, the cartridge valves will either need to be cleaned or replaced
depending on their condition. Hydraulic oil leaks usually come from the hydraulic pump. There
are three reasons for the oil leaks. The first is that there may be damage to the exterior of the
pump unit. There may also be loose or damaged o-ring plugs. Also, the pump shaft seal may be
damaged to some extent. In all cases, there is an immediate environmental and operational
need to repair the problem quickly. External damage will require replacing the reservoir if
repairs cannot be completed. O-rings can be replaced easily enough if you have replacements
on hand. If the pump shaft seal is damaged, it, too, will need replacement. It is vital to have the
replacement parts on hand to keep down time to a minimum. Do not be caught out in the snow
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Western SnowPlows Troubleshooting. No matter what type of snow plow you're using to clear
your property or make a winter's living, ensuring good maintenance and functionality is
imperative. Early morning at the height of a snowstorm is not the time to do it. If your plow is
showing signs of wear or malfunction, you can take steps to keep it from failing when you need
it most. Check for power problems. If the motor isn't allowing you to engage the plow, the
problem could be with the battery or its connection, the motor itself, a blown fuse or an issue
with your controller. Disconnect the negative and then positive leads of your battery. Clean your
battery leads and posts with a wire brush and fill the water cells to your battery's specifications.
Inspect the wiring and reconnect the battery, including the lead for your plow -- first all positive
wiring, then the negative ground. Do a relay test to isolate the part of the power system that may
need replacement. Disconnect your lift chain and any hoses connected to your motor. Locate
your motor relay near the battery, where the positive lead from your battery attaches to a
mechanism to divert power for your plow motor. Connect a jumper wire from the small terminal
where the black wire is attached to your relay to the negative terminal of your battery. Confirm
that the negative lead on your relay is properly grounded and see if you get power by turning
your ignition on and engaging your plow controller. Turn off the vehicle, then connect the
jumper wire to the positive post of the battery and the other end to the small terminal on the
relay with the red wire attached. Try operating the control again in raise, left and right modes.
Try using the jumper to connect past the large terminals at the top of the relay and attaching
directly to the smaller terminals. If you get power, you may need a new relay. Ensure that all
bolts and screws on the motor are tightened. If you're convinced your battery isn't to blame, it
may be time for a new plow motor. Verify that your motor is working and not damaged. After

you've established that power isn't the problem, ensure that the hydraulic fluid container is full
and that the type of fluid you're using aligns with manufacturer's specifications the cap is
usually at the base of the motor, where it connects to the bottom hydraulic unit. Inspect the
bottom of the motor mechanism, the hydraulic pump and all tubing for excessive dripping or
visible damage. See where any leaks are coming from, and tighten down all bolts -- especially
the top mount where the power cable is bolted down. A leak around a hose connection could
mean a blown and easy-to-replace seal -- or the need for a full-blown parts replacement. Consult
your parts diagram at your manufacturer's website to order replacement parts. Inspect the snow
plow's connection with your front bumper's mount and A-frame, especially if you're
experiencing controller issues. Tighten all bolts and hitch pins in the frame, and confirm that
the spring is attached and operational between the front quadrant frame and the back of the
blade mechanism. Remove any snow or ice from the frame that may be impeding the motor's
operation. If your motor is still not powered on, replace the hydraulic pump filter and flush the
system according to your manufacturer's specifications. Check the blade and controller
operation if your motor is operational but not functioning correctly. Place the blade on the
ground in the neutral position with your cab controller. Move it up levelly, then down to ground
level again. Place it in mid-high elevation, then tilt it left or right by pressing the controller to the
left or right, respectively. Inspect the covering at the bottom of the blade. Ensure that it's not
excessively damaged. Fine-tune your controller and cabling operations. Correct faulty angling
by adjusting the cushion valves with a screwdriver on the hydraulic pump, usually below the
motor on the side of the pump. Fix angling and elevation speed by adjusting the "jam nut" at the
base of the controller handle. Turn the nut counterclockwise to increase left-angling speed and
clockwise to increase right-angling speed. Adjust the lift and check valves with screws on either
side of the pump. Consult your specific manufacturer's manual for identifying parts and parts
numbers for replacement. Dan Harkins has been a full-time journalist since Prior to working in
the alternative press, he served as a staff writer and editor for daily publications such as the
"St. Petersburg Times" and "Elyria Chronicle-Telegram. Tips Consult your specific
manufacturer's manual for identifying parts and parts numbers for replacement. Warnings
Disconnect the negative lead to your battery whenever testing your battery system. Writer Bio
Dan Harkins has been a full-time journalist since Forums New posts Search forums. Media New
media New comments Search media. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take
our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter bernard
Start date Jan 29, Location upstateNY. I have had a number of problems with this but have
gotten by until now. It seems as if the plow will not raise regardless of what I do. The weight of
the plow allows it to lower. The plow won't turn either direction as well. I can here the motor of
the plow although it does not have any effect. I have attempted to thaw it out a number of times,
with a torch and then with electric magnetic heaters, no dice. Its a nice day today in upstate NY
and I have been fooling around with it all day. I have attempted to move the ram manually and
add hydralic fluid. The electric motor sounds as if it is working although its straining. Location
Michigan. Sounds like the pump is shot. Take the top cap off the motor and look in to see whats
going on as someone pushes the joystick. Good luck on it. Garagekeeper Senior Member.
Location Glenview, Ill. If this is a cable operated unit, have you checked to see if the lift cable is
still attached inside to the lever on the power unit? If the lift cable is broken and is in the lower
or drop position you wouldn't have any plow operation as the fluid will return to the tank. You
need to remove both of the side covers and check the cables to see if you have movement to
the levers while someone moves your controller up down and left and right. As others have said
you still could have an icing problem or a clogged filter, pull the motor and drain out the
reservoir, you will be able to see the filter on the pump which can be cleaned in place using
brake parts cleaner or the like. Pump could be going but you need to check a few things out
before throwing parts at it. Spent most of the day checking things out and thought I had it but
something is still wrong. I took motor off and checked it it works fine or at least spins good.
While motor was off I filled the resovour I think under the motor. As soon as I did and turned the
truck on and tried to lift the ram it shot out nice. Then I coundn't get it down to hook the plow
chain up to it without opening the vent and letting pressure off and losing fluid. Onece I got it
down and hooked up chain it would,nt raise the plow. Now i'm not sure if the resouvoir is low
again or not. I took off side panels for the controls and they were both attached.?? Got any
ideas. You may want to check the motor also maybe a bushing broke off and is binding the
motor so it sounds like it is working but is really not. The cables need to be adjusted if you can
not get the lift arm to lower as it takes no power to lower it. You must log in or register to reply

here. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles
only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been
in your neck of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would
appreciate it. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. Western plow problem. I have a Western Pro, 7. It has been used
one season, stored inside all the time. Last week I was going out of town for a while, and before
I left I mounted this plow to my spare truck, and parked it outside. No problems with plow,
everything worked as expected. Today when I returned, I went out to start it up to bring it into
the shop for some maint. When I hit the raise or turn button, the solenoid clicks, and then shuts
down the power. Wont raise or turn at all. I put it in the shop, to see if warming it up will do the
trick. Is it water problems? Any help? Location Maine. I am not sure, if its water for sure.
However I had a pump freeze up once, and it sounds like your case. What happened to me, if at
one time I was storing my plow for my truck at my house. So I changed the oil in my E hydro
pump in like august. Siad the trucks ready to go, and too the lift frame and pump down to store
in my basement. Well moisture got into the pump, and it worked fine the first storm because it
wasn't very cold. However I got home very late that night, and hadn't plowed the drive because i
figured i would do it in the morning. Well that morning was a lot colder, and the pump was very
very slow and made very weird sounds, bottom line I had ice in the pump, almost a total freeze
up. So this might be your problem, I am not sure how cold it is where ya are. So my advice warm
up the pump drain the oil, and put in new oil, and give it a try. Then again your could have a bad
connection for your electric valves. However I thought the pump was junk that morning and
went out a bought an E The E was used to power one of my pull plows. Lazer LawnSite Bronze
Member. If the solinoid just clicks, it's time for replacement. Have somebody hold the switch
and cross the top of the soliniod with a screwdriver. Location Nutley, NJ. It could be water. You
will know for sure once the truck warms up in the shop. Most guys drain the pump reservior,
and clean the strainers, and that's it. There is still more fluid to be drained. You have to empty
the angle cylinders, and hoses. You can drain the pump, then hook up the plow, angle it once,
and put water right back in the system. This is even more possible, when you consider after
changing the fluid, often you mount the plow, and "test" it by lifting and angling it. In that short
test, the fluid gets contaminated. I just drained and flushed my pump and angle rams last week,
and was surprised at how clean the fluid was, but the strainers were still plugged up. For
flushing, use kerosene. It won't hurt the O rings in the system, and any residue will mix with the
hydraulic fluid. Think of it this way, you wouldn't drain the oil in your truck, and not replace the
filter would you? Thanks guys! I'm heading back to the shop shortly to see what I find. Lazerthis may be a stupid question, but could you be a little more specific on how to test the
solenoid? What posts do I cross, the large across the top? Location Crystal Lake, Illinois. It
sound's like what they've said above it pretty much it. Either that, or there is something
blocking the plow from coming up. Good luck It's been in the shop for a few hours, and still isn't
working. I'm beginning to suspect wiring problems. Now the headlights will not go on when the
wiring harness is connected, and the two half inch by half inch black boxes where a bunch of
wiring plugs in are buzzing when the headlight switch is on. I'm thinking its in the harness
wiring. Maybe I can hook up another western to it tommorrow to make sure its on the truck side
and not on the plow pump or motor side. Thanks for the help- keep the ideas coming. Another
suggestion: Apply di-electric grease on both sides of the plug? Sounds like it's in your
connection. Location Walden,NY. If the relays are buzzing,the wire that enegizes the plow lights
isnt working. This wire is the running light wire,it is brown,the connector is probably the
problem,do like Lazer said and wiggle the connector-try it again,Also check the big connector
that has the 2 motor wires going thru it,if the ground side connection isnt good itll do the same
thing. DaveO LawnSite Member. Location N. Dighton MA. Tom, Sounds like you may have a
poor connection like others have suggested. The pump draws a lot of current, just like a starter
on your truck. Check them over good, especially the ground like John D. The effect is the same
as a bad battery terminal. Good luck. You must log in or register to reply here. Forums New
posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck
of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it.
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter redsnowdozer Start date Oct 29, Tags handheld controller isolation
module western. Location North Shore MA. Hey guys, we have predicted and I thought it would
be good to go try out the plow. Western ProMount 8. Tried the brand new controller off of the
other truck no power. Used test light and have power all over the place and even into the

Isolation Module. The single solid red that comes out of the truck side controller plug in and
runs back through the firewall has power. Jump out the solenoid and it move the plow. No
headlights when I plug in at bumper and no power at the controller. Sounds like a bad module? I
like that it says "there are no serviceable parts in this module" makes it easy form there. Can I
use my Fisher module 3 port form my other truck? Am I on the right track? Thanks for your
input, I don't want to have to go chase the backhoe many towns away! Appreciate the input!
Last edited: Oct 29, Location Calgary, Alberta. I am assuming this is a three cable system at the
grill right? Not sure what the "pro mount" is If the lights are not coming on on the plow then is
sounds like the system is not recognizing the presence of the plow, that points to a bad ground.
The system is activated by a wire coming from the isolation module to the plow headlamp plug
that loops right back through the plug and then goes to ground at the battery negative post.
Find the main plow ground cable and then follow it back. There will be a small black wire with an
orange tracer, follow that wire to the quick disconnect and make sure it is connected and clean.
If that is good then follow the small bundle of wires coming from the relay, it will come to a four
way split. Near that intersection therer will be two fuses and an unused configuration plug. Very
near there will be an adapter plug that joins to the headlight harness. That is the other possible
bad ground connection. Again ensure it is clean and connected. You can test these wires
anywhere along the way by using a poky test light. If the ground is good your test light will turn
on, if the ground is open the light will not turn on. Sorry I can't tell you if the Fisher iso module
will work, I wouldn't try it unless you can find someone who is sure it is compatible or you
might fry something. I have to head back to shop to get truck inside, it's pouring here along the
coast. Not far inland upto 2' fell last night. I am kind of glad we didn't get that here, way more
comfortable in the truck than the backhoe! The truck has three plugs at bumper. I will go start to
test ground instead of looking for power. So the single ground wire that recognizes the plow
could also not allow the handheld controller to come on as well? Makes sense of course. I'll
bring the diagram with me and start the poky test on the ground side. Plenty of dielectric grease
on all connectors up front before storing but I will confirm all is well there too. All wiring and
fuses associated with plow checked out for power and fuses were good, solenoid tripped but I
couldnt get the smaller brown wires to do make the light on the tester glow whether positive or
negative so maybe that is where to start. Awesome, thanks again for your quick reply! I'll let you
know how it goes. Location North Oakland County, Michigan. I had a similar issue and I had a 3
plug system. After talking with alot of people and finding the right person who had some spare
parts it ended up being a 11 pin wiring harness issue. The person who loaned me a spare 11 pin
wire harness told me that he has had a pervious issue with another 3 wire set were the 11 pin
Harness was the issue. I bought a new replacement module and that didnt fix the problem. It all
came back to the 11 pin Harness! That 11 pin plug that rbmarvin77 speaks of is the cable
between the isolation module and the plow headlight plug. That is exactly the cable that
grounds out the isolation module to tell it the plow is connected. By the way, if you have one of
those wires that is damaged, they make a great trouble shooting tool. I have one that I cut off
about two feet from the iso module end. I opened up the cable exposing all the individual wires.
With this you can simulate the plow by plugging it into the isolation module. Then you can test
each one of the wires to see what would be sent to the light etc. A great troubleshooting
resource. I have pulled out the schematics, printed your emails and am now trying to find the
time to head back to the shop and hook the truck up and start to diagnose. October was a tough
month! I need them to predict more snow to give me the urgency to hit the shop again! I get the
theory now of how the plow is recognized and it is just a matter of grinding out the work now. I
really appreciate your replys, nice to know you are not alone! Our dealer service for this plow is
far away and inconvienient. It is just better to know how to fix these things in the middle of a
storm too! Thanks again, I'll let you know the outcome though it may be in a couple of days.
Mishnick and rbmarvin 77 You guys helped me a month ago with this problem, no power at the
handheld controller. I finally got the time to goto the shop and start checking the grounds. I put
the alligator clip on the positive side and then went around to all the areas and connectors you
told me too. I even went out to the plow motor and tested the negative post there and the brown
and org wire way out and everything comes up good. Plow was on truck. I turned on the lights
on the truck and made sure all was as it was supposed to be before testing. When I tested the
solenoid by the battery the two smaller bown and or black with org wires, the plow triggered.
When I tested the 11 pin harness the various female plugins the test light lit up too assuring
good ground. Not on the plow side harness though. Not one of the male plowside plugs lit the
light even though the motor ground and the smaller brown and org or green? I went behind the
headlight and at the "reverse directional" two pronged plug in and for a laugh I reversed the two
pronged "reverse directional" plug connector and suddenly the directionals worked, left is left
and right is right. They did not before. Still no headlights though and all of the iso module plug

ins test fine with the poky light. Do I have a problem at the connector on the plow side of the
lights or the 11 pin harnness? I am tempted to try the iso module from my fisher on the other
truck as it is a Douglas Dynamics part number that matches the fisher part number and is three
ports like the problem truck. Also is there a diagnostic matrix I could down load that would
make this easier. It doesn't take long to get past my electrical theoroy ability. I want something
that says if this then that or try this then that and if this happens then this is broken? You guys
have been generous with your time thank you. Sorry to say there is no "diagnostic matrix" that
you can use. There is a breakout plug available from Western though. It is a thing with three
plugs that fits inline with the iso module plugs. You unplug the original, plug in this thing and
then plug the original wire into that. There is a third plug now that allows you to probe each wire
without damaging the original harness. Of course, since all three plugs are the same on the iso
module you can use it for each of the three plugs. Beyond that it comes down to reading the
schematic and reverse engineering the thing. As long as the ISO module has the same part
number and plus you should be able use the other one to test it out. My understanding on ISO
modules is there are two types white Label and green label for westerns. I didn't have a spare
ISO module when I had my issues with the lighting so I bought another one to find out that
wasn't the problem. If you got a second one I would surely try that first As far as your power
and grounds go, I had pretty much the same results as you did when I tested mine. Try the
module if that doesn't work look hard into the 11 pin harness. If its not the module I would get
another 11 pin harness. Good luck! I then hooked up my plow and all of a sudden nothing, lights
don't switch over to plow lights, plow doesn't work at all.. Location N. Did he disconnect the
negative cable? Might not have hooked all the wires back up. If he replaced the starter he
should have disconnected the negative battery cable from the post. He probably left one of the
plow grounds off when he re-attached the main truck ground. I agree but where should I look for
the ground wire? Look for the plow ground. Look at the batt connectors see if there's any wires
hanging around not hooked up. Could be a start. Bighammer Senior Member. Location Traverse
City, MI. I just found this thru a search. I was out plowing my last client and jumped out to get
their newspaper after plowing the end of the drive so I had a place to get out off of the highway.
I got back in and tried to raise the plow, nothing. I hit the power button after seeing there was no
light on the controller, still nothing. I plowed partway up to drop their paper off and drove home
with the plow down. I'm letting it thaw then looking into what my problem is. Nothing obvious
that I can see. I've checked all the connections that I can get to easily It seems odd that it
happened from one minute to the next. I'm hoping the snow didn't somehow get in and fry the
module or something. You must log in or register to reply here. Find full specifications,
features, and comparisons across all snow plows and spreaders available from Western. Click
to be taken to the Warranty registration form in order to register your Western equipment. You
can register Western plows and Western spreaders. Have a question on a repair for your
Western plow? How about a question on maintaining your plow or specifics on your ice
management system? Ask Western directly and their contact form. Installation instructions are
also found for everything from wiring to undercarriages and mounts. When you buy Western
plows and spreaders, you can bet that they have your back. A specific parts poster is available
for each plow and spreader. Each poster shows an exploded view of the product with each part
that makes up the Western equipment. Check out all of the Western plows and spreader
maintenance videos which are designed to help Western customers increase the longevity of
their snow plows and spreaders through proper preventive maintenance procedures, preseason
care, and basic troubleshooting techniques. Western Plows Technical Support. Western
Warranty Registration Click to be taken to the Warranty registration form in order to register
your Western equipment. Western Products Warranty Policies When you buy Western plows
and spreaders, you can bet that they have your back. Western Maintenance Videos Check out
all of the Western plows and spreader maintenance videos which are designed to help Western
customers increase the longevity of their snow plows and spreaders through proper preventive
maintenance procedures, preseason care, and basic troubleshooting techniques. Get in touch.
All Rights Reserved. Not sure what part you need? We have you covered with manuals, parts
lists and more. Click here to find your specific wireless manual, along with installation videos
and troubleshooting PDFs. Check here for all of the existing used parts available from
SnowplowsPlus. Used Snow Plow Classified Ads â€” We created our own classifieds site for
our customers, and anyone else looking to sell their used plow a good place to do just that.
Browse used plows near you. Use our used plow classifieds site and list your plow for free to
reach thousands of customers all who are looking specifically for used snow plows. Click to fill
out a form to tell us a little about your plow along with your asking price. Log In Register. Plus,
electrical problems can cause big headaches. However, understanding the electricals might
prevent a trip to the shop. Another helpful tool is a multimeter, which can help determine the

strength of a connection and whether a wire is too internally corroded to offer the required level
of resistance to ensure continuity in a wiring harness. Photo courtesy of Morguef
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ile. Know How. Having been bitten by the car bug at a young age, I spent my formative years
surrounded by Studebakers at car shows across Quebec and the northeastern United States.
Over ten years of racing, restoring, and obsessing over automobiles lead me to balance science
writing and automotive journalism full time. I currently contribute as an editor to several online
and print automotive publications, and I also write and consult for the pharmaceutical and
medical device industry. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and
website in this browser for the next time I comment. Categories Know How Tags plow ,
snowplow , truck plow. Related Articles. Benjamin Hunting View All Having been bitten by the
car bug at a young age, I spent my formative years surrounded by Studebakers at car shows
across Quebec and the northeastern United States. Leave a Reply Cancel Reply Your email
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